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So far measurement of parameters of a gas-discharge plasma remains a complex problem,
which each researcher solves as a rule independently. It requires large labor consumption for
creation of a measuring complex. Besides, the probe data can be quite complex and are not easy'
to interpret, so that accuracy achievable by frequently used simplified techniques is insufficient
as a rule. To overcome these problems the author developed versatile meter of parameters of
gas-discharge plasma - TlasmaMctcr" (I'M). PM is designed for measurement of key parame-
ters of a laboratory or technological low-iempcraturc stationary plasma such as: plasma poten-
tial, floating potential, electron and positive km density, electron temperature, EEDF.

PM is based on the method of Langmuir probe supplemented with combined electronic and
numerical processing of probe signal. The primary data captured by a probe and its associated
electronics are both current-voltage characteristics and probe current derivatives being meas-
ured immediately by enhanced modulation technique. Use of this technique allows to reach
high sensitivity (up to 3-4 orders of magnitude) when measuring EEDF tail even in noisy
plasmas. PM includes also system of motorized motion of the probe on two coordinates that
allows to perform spatially resolved measurements throughout the plasma. Probe precleaning
by negative bias is available too. Parameters of PM:

Range of probe voltage -400*400 V;
Range of probe current 10 nA+10 mA;
Range of measured T e 0.01+100 eV;

Range of measured plasma density 10'-f-10'* cm"';
Range of moving of a probe 0-r30Q mm;

PM is able to work in connection with a PC computer used to process the probe data.
However, despite a plenty of work devoted to calculation of current on probe inserted into

plasma, a theory does not at present exist which would permit to calculate parameters of
plasrna at any size of a probe and pressure of a working gas. To fill in this gap the author has
developed (on the basis of experimental researches) numerical model of ion kinetics in a near-
boundary layer of a Langmuir probe, inserted into a weakly-ionized gas-discharge plasma, in a
range of intermediate pressure of a neutral gas (the length of tree path of charged particles has
the same order, as size of a probe*, as well as at any ratio between thickness of the layer of"
space chaise and mdius of the probe. The solution of the problem is reduced to the joint self-
consisted solution of a system of Poisson's equation and kinetic equation with boundary
conditions on values of potential, electric field nnd density of plasma

()n the base of results of modeling, practical technique of processing of probe
characteristics at intermediate pressure is developed i) a technique of calculation of density of
ions, ii) u technique of division of a probe euireut on electron and ion part.

For verification of the model comparison with different limiting cases (collisionlcss case,
case ofa large probe), with Ihc results n!other authors, as wcli as comparisons with experiment
in different types of the discharges and check l>y tndqiewient techniques are conducted.

PM is tested in different types of DC ami RF plasmas and may be useful both for scientific
investigations and for R&D activity, technology process monitoring, end-point detection, etc.
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